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Abstract

We propose a novel approach to automatically detecting
and tracking cell populations in time-lapse images. Unlike
earlier ones that rely on linking a predetermined and poten-
tially under-complete set of detections, we generate an over-
complete set of competing detection hypotheses. We then
perform detection and tracking simultaneously by solving
an integer program to find an optimal and consistent sub-
set. This eliminates the need for heuristics to handle missed
detections due to occlusions and complex morphology.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on
a range of challenging image sequences consisting of
clumped cells and show that it outperforms state-of-the-art
techniques.

1. Introduction
Detecting and tracking cells over time is key to un-

derstanding cellular processes including division (mitosis),
migration, and death (apoptosis). Modern microscopes
produce vast image streams making manual tracking te-
dious and impractical. High-throughput automated sys-
tems are therefore increasingly in demand and several cell
tracking competitions have recently been organized to at-
tract Computer Vision researchers’ interest and speed up
progress [26, 34]. These competitions have shown that
state-of-the-art methods are still error-prone due to occlu-
sions, imaging noise, and complex cell morphology.

Cell tracking is an instance of the more generic multi-
target tracking problem with the additional difficulties that
cells, unlike for example pedestrians, can either divide or
wither away and disappear in mid-sequence. In its generic
form, the problem is often formulated as a two-step process
that involves first detecting potential objects in individual
frames and then linking these detections into complete tra-
jectories. This approach is attractive because spurious de-
tections, such as false positives due to imaging noise and
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artifacts, can be eliminated by imposing temporal consis-
tency across many frames, which is more difficult to do in
recursive approaches.

Many of the most successful algorithms to both peo-
ple [12, 3, 39, 38] and cell tracking [21, 18, 32] follow
this two-step approach by first running an object detector
on each frame independently and building a graph whose
nodes are the detections and edges connect pairs of them.
They then find a subgraph that represents object trajectories
by considering the whole graph at once. However, to han-
dle missed detections, these methods often rely on heuris-
tic procedures that offer no guarantee of optimality. This
is of particular concern for cell tracking because detections
are often unreliable due to the complex morphology of cell
populations. For example, in Fig. 1, groups of cells that
appear clumped together in some frames can only be told
apart when considering the sequence as a whole, which cur-
rent approaches to cell tracking rarely do.

In this paper, we therefore address the detection and
tracking problems simultaneously by casting them as a net-
work flow problem on an over-complete graph of poten-
tially conflicting hypotheses. These hypotheses are com-
peting explanations of the initial segmentations, in which
the cells are often under-segmented, meaning that a single
foreground region can correspond to many cells as shown in
Fig. 2. Instead of selecting a single hypothesis for each such
region, we build a spatio-temporal graph over all of them as
depicted by Fig. 3, and find the globally optimal explanation
by solving a Linear Integer Program (IP) within a small tol-
erance. This results in large graphs but eliminates the need
for using heuristics to handle missed detections, as required
by recent approaches [18, 32] that also rely on integer pro-
gramming. Unlike these formulations, which contain multi-
ple variable types and many constraints, we use only a sin-
gle set of variables and three linear constraints that govern
division, appearance, disappearance of cells and exclusion
of conflicting hypotheses.

We show that this improves trajectories and yields su-
perior detection performance on various datasets compared
to the recent approaches of [32, 1, 24], which includes the
technique that performed best on the above-mentioned cell-
tracking challenges [26, 34].
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Figure 1: Three images from a typical sequence; the original segmentations produced by a pixel-based classifier; the results
of [32](CT), [23](KTH), and our method (OURS); the manually annotated tracking ground truth in red dots and the optimal
ellipse-tracks obtained using this ground truth. The track identities are encoded in colors. Our approach correctly tracks the
cells in spite of long-term segmentation failures, and produce results that are very similar to the ground truth. In the KTH
and CT columns, the white-colored numbers indicate the tracker-inferred numbers of cells that are contained by the segments
beneath them, and the yellow-colored numbers show the ground truth. Best viewed in color.

2. Related Work

Current tracking approaches can be divided into Track-
ing by Model Evolution and Tracking by Detection [26]. We
briefly discuss state-of-the-art representatives of these two
classes below and refer the interested reader to the much
more complete recent surveys [27, 26].

2.1. Tracking by Model Evolution

Most algorithms in this class simultaneously track and
detect objects greedily from frame to frame. This means
extrapolating results obtained in earlier frames to process
the current one, which can be done at a low computational
cost and is therefore fast in practice. Such methods have
attracted attention both in the cell tracking field [9, 8, 7, 25]
as well as in the more general object tracking one [41,
16, 28, 40, 11]. Common techniques in the cell tracking
category involve evolving appearance or geometry models
from one frame to the next, typically done using active con-
tours [9, 8, 7, 25] or Gaussian Mixture Models [1]. Though
these methods are attractive and mathematically sound, per-
formance suffers from the fact that they only consider a
restricted temporal context and therefore cannot guarantee
consistency over a whole sequence.

This limitation has been addressed by more global active
contour methods [20, 29] that consider the whole spatio-
temporal domain to segment the cells and recover parts of
their trajectories. Although this provides improved robust-
ness at the cost of increased computational burden, these
approaches do not provide global optimality guarantees ei-
ther.

2.2. Tracking by Detection

Approaches in this class have proved successful at both
people [12, 5, 3, 39, 38] and cell tracking [21, 18, 32].

They involve first detecting the target objects in individ-
ual frames and then linking these detections to produce full
trajectories. This is typically computationally more expen-
sive than Tracking by Model Evolution. However, it also
tends to be more robust because trajectories are computed
by minimizing a global objective function that enforces con-
sistency of appearance, disappearance, and division over
time. This can be seen in the benchmark of [26] in which
these methods tended to dominate.

One way to perform tracking-by-detection is to reason
in the full spatio-temporal grid formed by stacking up all
the spatial locations over time [4, 2, 30]. In the case of
non-dividing objects such as pedestrians, this can be done
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of detection hypotheses. (a) An image
region containing three HeLa cells clumped together. (b)
Applying a pixel classifier results in under-segmentation, in
which the three cells appear as a single connected compo-
nent. (c) Automatically extracted contourlets for this com-
ponent. Each one is overlaid in a different color. They are
used to fit ellipses using a hierarchical agglomerative clus-
tering algorithm. (d) The resulting hierarchy of 10 hypothe-
ses. We show only the first four levels for simplicity. (e-h)
Individual levels with one, two, three and four hypotheses.
Best viewed in color.

in polynomial time [36]. In spite of the size of the graphs
involved, this had made this approach very competitive
and real-time implementations have been demonstrated [4].
However, the fact that cells can divide makes the result-
ing optimization problem NP-Hard, which is mainly why
such approaches have not been explored in the cell tracking
field. Instead, practical tracking-by-detection approaches
typically rely on a small number of strong detections at in-
dividual frames to later form complete cell trajectories.

Therefore, the literature in this field has recently focused
on solving two main challenges that are specific to cell-
tracking, (a) cells can divide or die and disappear, and (b),
there is no guarantee that individual cells will be detected
as separate entities in any given frame because two or more
cells can clump together, producing under-segmentation er-
rors, as seen in Fig. 2. In the following, we discuss recent
efforts to overcome these key challenges.

Division and disappearance. While rule-based ap-
proaches have been used to handle division and disappear-
ance, most recent ones formulate tracking as a global inte-
ger programming problem [18, 32]. This makes it possi-
ble to use priors for cell movement, division and disappear-
ance between adjacent frames. One notable exception is the
method of [23], which scored highest in one of the bench-

marks [26], which sequentially adds trajectories to a cell
lineage tree, using the Viterbi algorithm. Motion, division,
and disappearance are encoded through a scoring function
that quantifies how well the lineage tree explains the data.

Clumped cells. Similarly, many heuristics have been pro-
posed to solve the problem of clumped cells that cannot
easily be told apart. One is to assume that clumped cells
are unlikely to happen for a specific modality or that they
do not pose a problem for the tracker [21, 18, 23]. While
this is appropriate in some cases, it is clearly invalid for cer-
tain modalities such as the one shown in Fig. 1. A possible
solution is to use semi-automated techniques [15] to inter-
actively correct errors made by automated approaches, but
this is time consuming for modalities that produce many
clumped cells. Other heuristics involve splitting segmen-
tations using the Radon and watershed transforms [9, 26].
Unfortunately, they are still relatively prone to over- and
under-segmentation that complicate the tracking step. An
ingenious approach is that of [32], which breaks the track-
ing step into two stages. It first finds trajectories by treat-
ing segmentations in each frame as clumps of one or more
cells, with the exact number being initially unknown, and
then uses a factor graph to resolve this ambiguity. How-
ever, because these two steps are performed independently,
optimality is not guaranteed.

In the more general case of object detection, track-
ing groups of objects has been considered as a multiple-
hypothesis problem, since there exist many plausible hy-
potheses to explain what is observed in individual frames.
Though multiple-hypothesis tracking has been applied to
people tracking [14, 19, 37, 22], to the best of our knowl-
edge, it has not been explored in the context of cell tracking
using integer programming.

By contrast, our approach dispenses with such heuris-
tics by allowing multiple competing interpretations of the
data, choosing the globally optimal one among them by
solving an integer program that enforces consistency over
all frames.

3. Method
Our approach involves building a spatio-temporal graph

of conflicting hypotheses in individual frames, and then
finding the most likely trajectories in it. More specifically,
we first produce a binary image of the underlying cell pop-
ulations using a classifier trained on a few hand-annotated
segmentations. For each connected component, we produce
multiple detection hypotheses by hierarchically fitting vary-
ing number of ellipses to it. This results in a directed graph,
such as the one depicted by Fig. 3. Its nodes are individual
ellipses and its edges connect nearby ones in consecutive
frames. Full trajectories can then be obtained by solving
an integer program with a small number of constraints that
exclude incompatible hypotheses and enforce consistency
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Figure 3: Spatio-temporal graph of hypotheses for 3 consecutive time frames. (a) Each black circle is a hypervertex cor-
responding to a connected component of the segmentation and is connected to neighboring ones at the next time step. The
special vertices s (source, in green), t (sink, in red) and d (division, in blue) allow respectively for cell appearance, disap-
pearance and division. (b) Each hypervertex, such as x and z, contains a hierarchical set of hypotheses (vertices) such as
those depicted by Fig. 2. These hypotheses are shown as gray circles and connected to nearby ones in the following frame
via directed edges. We only show three of these edges to avoid clutter. Best viewed in color.

while allowing for cell-division, migration and death.
In the following, we first describe our approach to seg-

menting cell images and building hypotheses graphs from
them. We then formulate the simultaneous detection and
tracking problem on these graphs as a constrained network
flow programming problem, and discuss how we compute
the various energy terms of its objective function.

3.1. Building Hierarchy Graphs

Our algorithm, like those of [21, 18, 32], starts by seg-
menting cells using local image features. To this end, we
first train the binary random forest pixel classifier of [33]
for each evaluation dataset on a few partially annotated im-
ages. We use four different types of low-level features:
pixel intensities, gradient and hessian values, and difference
of Gaussians, all of which are computed by first Gaussian
smoothing the input image with a range of sigma values.

Applying the resulting classifier to the full image se-
quences results in segmentations which often contain
groups of clumped cells, such as the ones shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, each connected component of the segmentation
potentially contains an a priori unknown number of cells.

We produce a hierarchy of conflicting detection hypothe-
ses for each such component by fitting a varying number of
ellipses to its contours. More specifically, we first identify
all the contour points that are local maxima of curvature
magnitude. This is done iteratively by selecting the max-
imum curvature points and suppressing their local neigh-
borhoods. We then break the contour into short segments at
these points, which yields a number of contourlets as shown
in Fig 2(c). We cluster them in a hierarchical agglomerative

fashion and fit ellipses to each resulting cluster using the
non-iterative least squares approach of [6]. In all our exper-
iments, we set the size of the suppression neighborhood to
seven pixels because this is the minimum number of points
required to reliably fit an ellipse using this approach.

Let C denote the set of all contourlet clusters for a con-
nected component. Given a pair of clusters Ci ∈ C and
Cj ∈ C, we define their distance to be

[ ∑
Cl∈{Ci∪Cj}

h(Cl, e) +
∑

Cl∈C\{Ci∪Cj}

g(Cl, e)

]
c(e)

√
1

1 + ec2(e)
, (1)

where e is the ellipse obtained by fitting to the points of
Ci∪Cj , and c(e) and ec(e) are its circumference and eccen-
tricity respectively. h(Cl, e) denotes the Hausdorff distance
between the points of Cl and the ellipse e. The function
g(Cl, e) is defined in a similar way but without considering
the points of Cl that are outside e.

The first term in the product captures image evidence
along the contours of the entire connected component while
the last two ones act as a shape regularizer to prevent im-
plausible ellipse geometries from appearing in the solution.
We use this distance measure to compute an ellipse hierar-
chy, such as the one of Fig. 2, for every connected compo-
nent in the temporal sequence.

Given these over-complete hierarchy of detections, we
then build a graph, whose vertices are the ellipses and the
edges link pairs of them that belong to two spatially close
connected components in consecutive frames. This is sim-
ilar in spirit to recent graph-based approaches [18, 32], but
with the key difference that our graphs have a hierarchical



dimension that allows for finding the globally optimal de-
tection hypotheses and trajectories in a single shot.

3.2. Network Flow Formalism

The procedure described above yields a directed graph
G′ = (V ′, E′), which we then augment with three distin-
guished vertices; namely the source s, the sink t and the
division d as depicted by Fig. 3. We connect these three ver-
tices to every other vertex in G′ to allow accounting for cell
appearance, disappearance and division in mid-sequence.

Let G = (V,E) be the resulting graph obtained after the
augmentation. We define a binary flow variable fij for each
edge eij ∈ E to indicate the presence of any one of the
following cellular events:

• Cell migration from vertex i to vertex j,
• Appearance at vertex j, if i = s,
• Division at vertex j, if i = d,
• Disappearance at vertex i, if j = t.

Let f be the set of all fij flow variables and F = {Fij}
be the set of all corresponding hidden variables. Given an
image sequence I = (I1, . . . , IT ) with T temporal frames
and the corresponding graph G, we look for the optimal
trajectories f∗ in G as the solution of

f∗ = argmax
f∈F

P (F = f | I) (2)

≈ argmax
f∈F

∏
eij∈E

P (Fij = fij | It(i), It(j)) (3)

= argmax
f∈F

∏
eij∈E

P (Fij = 1 | It(i), It(j))fij ×

P (Fij = 0 | It(i), It(j))(1−fij) (4)

= argmax
f∈F

∑
eij∈E

log

(
P (Fij = 1 | It(i), It(j))
P (Fij = 0 | It(i), It(j))

)
fij (5)

= argmax
f∈F

∑
eij∈E′

log

(
ρij

1−ρij

)
fij+

∑
j∈V

log

(
ρa

1−ρa

)
fsj

+
∑
i∈V

log

(
ρd

1−ρd

)
fit +

∑
j∈V

log

(
ρj

1−ρj

)
fdj , (6)

where It(i) is the temporal frame containing vertex i, andF
denote the set of all feasible cell trajectories, which satisfy
linear constraints. In Eq. 3, we assume that the flow vari-
ables Fij are conditionally independent given the evidence
from consecutive frame pairs. Eqs. 4 and 5 are obtained
by using the fact that the flow variables are binary and by
taking the logarithm of the product. Finally, in Eq. 6, we
split the sum into four parts corresponding to the four events
mentioned above.

The appearance and disappearance probabilities, ρa and
ρd, are computed simply by finding the relative frequency
of these events in the ground truth cell lineages of the train-
ing sequences. On the other hand, the migration and the

division probabilities, ρij and ρj , are obtained using a clas-
sification approach as described in the next section.

We define three sets of linear constraints to model cell
behavior and exclude conflicting detection hypotheses from
the solution, which we describe in the following.

Conservation of Flow: We require the sum of the flows
incoming to a vertex to be equal to the sum of the outgo-
ing flows. This allows for all the four cellular events while
incurring their respective costs given in Eq. 6.∑
eij∈E′

fij + fsj + fdj =
∑

ejk∈E′

fjk + fjt , ∀j ∈ V ′ . (7)

Prerequisite for Division: We allow division to take
place at a vertex j ∈ V ′ only if there is a cell at that lo-
cation. We write this as∑

eij∈E′

fij + fsj ≥ fdj , ∀j ∈ V ′ . (8)

Exclusion of Conflicting Hypotheses: Given a hierarchy
tree of detections, we define an exclusion set Sl for each
terminal vertex l ∈ V ′ of this tree. For instance, in the ex-
ample of Fig. 2(d), the four exclusion sets are {a, b, d, g},
{a, b, d, h}, {a, b, e, i} and {a, c, f, j}. Let S be the collec-
tion of all such sets for all the connected components in the
sequence. We disallow more than one vertex from each set
to appear in the solution, and express this as∑

j∈Sl,

eij∈E′

fij +
∑
j∈Sl

fsj ≤ 1, ∀Sl ∈ S . (9)

We solve the resulting integer programs within an optimal-
ity tolerance of 1e−3 using the branch-and-cut algorithm
implemented in the Gurobi optimization library [13].

3.3. Cell Migration and Division Classifiers

Given two adjacent vertices i, j ∈ V ′, and their asso-
ciated ellipses ei and ej in consecutive time frames, we
train a classifier to estimate the likelihood that both be-
long to the same cell. More specifically, we use a Gradi-
ent Boosted Tree (GBT) classifier [10] to learn a function
ϕmigr(ei, ej) ∈ R, based on both appearance and geometry
features including the distance between the ellipses, their
eccentricities and degree of overlap, hierarchical fitting er-
rors and ray features. Once ϕmigr(ei, ej) is learned, we ap-
ply Platt scaling [31] to compute the migration probability
ρij that the two ellipses belong to the same cell, and plug it
into Eq. 6.

Similarly, the likelihood of ellipse ej at time t dividing
into two ellipses ek and el at t + 1 is learned with another
GBT classifier, trained on features such as the orientation



and size differences among the ellipses. We present a de-
tailed list of both the migration and division features in the
supplementary material.

For prediction, we compute the division score for ellipse
ej at time t as

ϕdiv(ej) = max
ejk∈E′, ejl∈E′:

k 6=l

ϕdiv(ej , ek, el) , (10)

where ϕdiv(·, ·, ·) is the scoring function learned by the clas-
sifier, and (ek, el) is a pair of ellipses corresponding to two
potential daughter cells at time t + 1. We obtain the divi-
sion probability ρj of Eq. 6 from ϕdiv(ej), again using Platt
scaling.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the datasets and state-

of-the-art baseline methods we use for evaluation purposes.
We then demonstrate that our approach significantly out-
performs these baselines, especially when the cells divide
or are not well separated in the initial segmentations.

4.1. Test Sequences

We used 10 image sequences from three datasets of
the cell tracking challenge [34]. They involve multiple
cells that migrate, appear, disappear, and divide. Diffi-
culties arise from low contrast with the background, com-
plex cell morphology, and significant mutual overlap. We
used the leave-one-out training and testing scheme within
each dataset to train the classifiers of Section 3.3 as well as
to learn the appearance and disappearance probabilities of
Eq. 6.

• HeLa Dataset: It comprises two 92-frame sequences
from the MitoCheck consortium. Cell divisions are
frequent, which produces a dense population with se-
vere occlusions.

• SIM Dataset: It comprises six 50- to 100-frame se-
quences. They simulate migrating and dividing nuclei
on a flat surface.

• GOWT Dataset: It comprises two 92-frame se-
quences of mouse stem cells. Their appearance varies
widely and some have low contrast against a noisy
background.

4.2. Baselines

We compared our algorithm (OURS) against the follow-
ing three state-of-the-art methods

• Gaussian Mixture-based Tracker (GMM) [1]: We
run the Gaussian Mixture Models approach of [1],
originally designed to track cell nuclei, whose code is

publicly available. We manually tuned its parameters
to the ones that yield the best results on each sequence.

• KTH Cell Tracker (KTH) [23]: The code is publicly
available and has been reported to perform best in the
Cell Tracking Challenge [34, 26]. We used the param-
eter settings optimized for each dataset and provided in
the software package. By contrast, our own algorithm
does not require any user-defined parameters.

• Conservation Tracking (CT) [32]: We run Ilastik
V1.1.3 [35] and enabled the C-T functionality that im-
plements the method of [32]. We used the default pa-
rameters provided with the tool to handle appearance,
disappearance, division and transition weights. The
CT algorithm, like ours, requires initial segmentations
such as the ones shown in the second column of Fig.1.
We used the same segmentations for both algorithms.
We trained the division and the segment count clas-
sifiers of CT separately for each dataset on manually
labeled cells.

To demonstrate the importance of individual components
of our approach, we also ran simplified versions of OURS
with various features turned off:

• Classifier Only (OURS-CL): We threshold the output
of our migration and division classifiers at a probabil-
ity of 0.5 and return the resulting ellipse detections.

• Best Hierarchy Only (OURS-BH): For each ellipse
hierarchy tree, we only keep the level that yields the
minimum fitting error, which we define in the supple-
mentary material. We then run our IP optimization on
the resulting graphs, which are smaller than the ones
we normally use.

• Linear Programming Relaxation (OURS-LP): We
relax the integrality constraint on the flow variables
and solve the optimization problem of Eq. 6 using lin-
ear programming. We then round the resulting frac-
tional flows to the nearest integer to produce the final
solution.

• No Conflict Set Constraint (OURS-NC): We remove
the conflict set constraints of Eq. 9 and solve the re-
sulting integer program as before.

• Fixed Division Cost (OURS-FD): We set the divi-
sion probability to a constant pd, which we compute
by finding the relative frequency of the division event
in the training sequences.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

We use precision, recall and the F-Measure, defined as
the harmonic mean of precision and recall, to quantify the



Division Detection Migration MOTA
Rec Pre. F-M. Rec. Pre. F-M. Rec. Pre. F-M.

H
eL

a-
1 GMM 0.56 0.43 0.48 N/A N/A N/A 0.92 0.98 0.95 0.82

KTH 0.65 0.72 0.68 N/A N/A N/A 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.91
CT 0.74 0.79 0.77 0.56 0.89 0.69 0.94 0.99 0.97 N/A
OURS 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.96 0.83 0.89 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.94

H
eL

a-
2 GMM 0.40 0.18 0.24 N/A N/A N/A 0.95 0.98 0.97 0.43

KTH 0.65 0.72 0.68 N/A N/A N/A 0.94 0.99 0.97 0.90
CT 0.76 0.81 0.78 0.73 0.63 0.67 0.94 0.99 0.96 N/A
OURS 0.86 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.78 0.82 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.90

G
O

W
T-

2 GMM 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A N/A 0.16 0.79 0.26 0.02
KTH 0.0 N/A 0.0 N/A N/A N/A 0.94 1.0 0.97 0.94
CT 1.0 0.17 0.29 1.0 0.02 0.03 0.95 1.0 0.97 N/A
OURS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.98 0.96

SI
M

-4

GMM 0.25 0.33 0.29 N/A N/A N/A 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.81
KTH 0.75 0.75 0.75 N/A N/A N/A 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.96
CT 0.75 0.60 0.67 0.75 0.68 0.72 0.86 0.97 0.92 N/A
OURS 1.0 0.80 0.89 1.0 0.79 0.88 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.96

Table 1: Comparison of our algorithm against state-of-the-art cell trackers. It yields a significant improvement on the division
and detection accuracies and performs either on par or slightly better on the migration and MOTA scores.

algorithms’ ability to detect cell division, detection, and mi-
gration events. We also use the more global Multiple Object
Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) metric of [17] to evaluate the
overall tracking accuracy for each sequence.

We follow the same evaluation methodology described
in [32], which uses the connected components of the ini-
tial segmentations to compute the division, detection, and
migration accuracies. More specifically, we consider a cell
migration event to be successfully detected if the two con-
nected components of the cell at t and t + 1 are correctly
identified. Similarly, we consider a division event to be suc-
cessfully detected if it occurs at the correct time instant with
the connected components of the parent and both daughter
cells correctly determined. Finally, the detection event is
said to be successfully identified if an algorithm infers the
right number of cells within a connected component.

Unlike these measures, the MOTA metric is defined on
individual cell tracks rather than connected components that
potentially contain multiple clumped cells. It therefore pro-
vides a global picture of tracking performance.

4.4. Results

4.4.1 Comparing against the Baselines

We ran our algorithm and the baselines discussed above on
all the test sequences introduced in Section 4.1. Table 1
summarizes the results for a representative subset and the
remainder can be found in the supplementary material.

Some numbers are missing because the publicly-
available implementation of CT [32] does not provide the
identities of individual cells in under-segmentation cases.
We therefore cannot extract the complete tracks required to
compute the MOTA scores. Similarly, the KTH tracker [23]

takes raw images as input and does not use the initial seg-
mentations. Therefore, we cannot compute its accuracy for
the detection event.

Table 1 shows that our tracker consistently yields a sig-
nificant improvement on the division and detection events.
Even on the migration events for which the baselines al-
ready perform very well, we do slightly better. However,
because the division and detection events are rare compared
to migrations, the significant improvements on the first two
events only have a small impact on the MOTA scores.

An interesting case is that of GMM, which performs
poorly on all three events. This could be explained by the
fact that GMM relies on a simple hand-designed appear-
ance and geometry model to detect individual cells. On
the other hand, KTH assumes a more flexible appearance
model but requires a higher number of parameters to be
tuned for each sequence. These differences help explain
why it performs better than GMM. Finally, CT employs
a classification approach to segment the cells, resulting in
more accurate detections. However, none of the baselines
handle the under-segmentations in a global manner, and are
outperformed by our approach, particularly for division and
detection events.

Our tracker runs relatively fast even though we use a
large number of variables. In the SIM-4 case, the number
of flow variables is around 1.1 million but the integer pro-
gramming optimization takes only 2 seconds. In the HeLa-
2 case, the number of variables is around 8 million and the
optimization takes about 360 seconds.



Division Detection Migration MOTA
Rec Pre. F-M. Rec. Pre. F-M. Rec. Pre. F-M.

H
eL

a-
1

OURS-CL 0.95 0.06 0.11 N/A N/A N/A 0.98 0.47 0.64 N/A
OURS-NC 0.48 0.14 0.22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.96 0.93 0.94 -0.61
OURS-FD 0.78 0.81 0.80 0.96 0.85 0.90 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.93
OURS-BH 0.88 0.73 0.80 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.94
OURS-LP 0.92 0.80 0.86 0.95 0.81 0.87 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.93
OURS 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.96 0.83 0.89 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.94

H
eL

a-
2

OURS-CL 0.91 0.10 0.18 N/A N/A N/A 0.92 0.60 0.72 N/A
OURS-NC 0.73 0.31 0.43 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.35
OURS-FD 0.77 0.82 0.80 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.90
OURS-BH 0.84 0.77 0.81 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.90
OURS-LP 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.90
OURS 0.86 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.78 0.82 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.90

G
O

W
T-

2

OURS-CL 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A N/A 0.94 0.94 0.94 N/A
OURS-NC 1.0 0.20 0.33 1.0 0.02 0.03 0.96 1.0 0.98 0.93
OURS-FD 1.0 0.25 0.40 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.98 0.96
OURS-BH 0.0 N/A 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.91 1.0 0.95 0.91
OURS-LP 1.0 0.50 0.67 1.0 0.50 0.67 0.96 1.0 0.98 0.96
OURS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.98 0.96

SI
M

-4

OURS-CL 0.75 0.27 0.40 N/A N/A N/A 0.92 0.56 0.70 N/A
OURS-NC 0.75 0.21 0.33 0.37 0.19 0.25 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.58
OURS-FD 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.98 0.78 0.87 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.95
OURS-BH 1.0 0.80 0.89 1.0 0.78 0.87 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.96
OURS-LP 1.0 0.80 0.89 1.0 0.79 0.88 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.96
OURS 1.0 0.80 0.89 1.0 0.79 0.88 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.96

Table 2: Tracking results with various features turned off. OURS-CL does not impose temporal consistency and suffers
from low precision. OURS-NC imposes temporal consistency in the optimization but allows multiple conflicting hypotheses
to appear in the solution, which yields a low precision. OURS-FD eliminates competing hypotheses but uses a fixed cost
for the division event. OURS-BH performs non-maxima suppression on the hierarchical dimension and hence suffers from
mis-detection errors. OURS-LP yields fractional flows and the rounding stage eliminates some cell tracks, which leads to a
slight drop in performance. With all its features turned on, OURS achieves the best overall performance.

4.4.2 Evaluating the Importance of Various Compo-
nents

To produce the results summarized by Table 1, we used our
full approach as described in Section 3. In Table 2, we show
what happens when we turn off some of its components to
gauge their respective impacts.

OURS-CL relies on local classifier scores and does not
impose temporal consistency. That is why, it produces a
large number of spurious cell tracks. OURS-NC addresses
this by imposing temporal consistency globally over the
whole sequence but it allows multiple conflicting hypothe-
ses to be active simultaneously. Therefore, it still suffers
from spurious detections, which leads to low precision.
OURS-FD disallows conflicting detections but relies on a
fixed division probability, which is why it gives low divi-
sion performance. OURS-BH uses division classifier costs
but collapses the hierarchical dimension of our graphs and
results in mis-detections. Finally, OURS-LP removes the
integrality constraints on the flow variables. This gives a
similar performance to OURS on most of the sequences

suggesting that the integrality constraints are seldom help-
ful. However, in the case of HeLa-2, where division events
are frequent, we observed that around 3% of the non-zero
flow variables are fractional, which explains the 2% drop in
recall compared to OURS.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel approach to automatically
detecting and tracking cell populations in time-lapse im-
ages. Unlike earlier approaches that rely on heuristics to
handle mis-detections due to clumped cells and occlusions,
our approach simultaneously tracks cells from an over-
complete set of competing detection hypotheses by solving
a single integer program. This results in more accurate tra-
jectories and improved detection of mitosis events.

Furthermore, the formalism is very generic. In future
work, we plan to apply it to people tracking and, in particu-
lar, modeling how groups can form and unform.
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